The Spearfisherman Frogman Suits
In 1945, Arthur Brown, who had invented The Spearfisherman Swim Fin, was manufacturing his fins at a
shop on Garfield Avenue in Huntington Beach, California. When the US Navy asked him to design a rubber
suit, he “made a mould of a man, dipped it in liquid rubber, and then cooked it in steam. (...) It was heavy but
used by a number of surfers so they could surf year round”(Higgins, n.d.).
On page 10 of the first, December 1951, issue of The Skin Diver, The Spearfisherman Company announced
the mass production of “seamless, one-piece, pure gum rubber, nude freedom frogman suits”after three years
of experimentation. The original advertisement is reproduced below.
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In 1955, The Spearfisherman all-weather Frogman suit was priced at $34.85 (Carrier & Carrier, 1955, p 273).
Arthur Brown eventually sold his Spearfisherman Company to Swimaster.
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Donning and doffing a Spearfisherman Shorty Suit
The Spearfisherman “shorty”suit below features a wide-mouthed chute, enabling the diver to
don and doff it unassisted (Carrier & Carrier, 2005, pp. 120-123). The following illustrations
show how the suit is put on and taken off.

A 1951 Skin Diver advertisement
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Picture 1 shows the first step in pulling on the
hood. After the suit is drawn up in the manner
of underwear and the arms put through the
armholes, the wearer reaches back into the
hood with both arms, as shown.

Picture 3 shows the method of sealing off
the front or back entry closures on suits of
this type.

Picture 2 shows the hood coming up over the
head. After the back of the neck is in place and
the hood is stretched up over the forehead, the
diver looks up slightly in order to get his hair
tucked back into the hood before the hood is
dropped down into place.

The method of doffing the suit shown in the
photographs is exactly the reverse of the
procedure followed in putting it on, except
that at the end it is necessary to pull the suit
off the bicep (Picture 4).
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The selling points of the original Spearfisherman Shortie Suit
The original $20 shortie suit (above) boasted full freedom of movement;an entry chute sealed
with a waterproof clamp;easy access and undress via a full-size front entry chute;pure gum
rubber latex construction;and a valve on the nape of the neck to purge all trapped air.

The new “Ascot pleated”Shortie
New Spearfisherman shorties (above) and full suits (right) featured an “Ascot pleated” neck
chute to allow faster dressing. The former was also rebranded as a “Kellys 7 Seas”(below).
 All suits were one-piece and
came in two sizes: small and
large.
 Shorties came with bicep and
thigh seals as standard. The
former was a full suit option.
 The pure gum rubber latex
suit material was seamless,
durable, lightweight and highly
elastic (800% stretchable).
 Thanks to their large pleated
neck chutes, suits could be
donned and doffed in
seconds.
 As machine-made garments,
the suits sealed and fitted well,
had a smooth finish and were
guaranteed waterproof.

A major factor in suit pricing
Spearfisherman Shortie
was affordability.
rebranded as Kellys “7 Seas”Suit

The Spearfisherman Full Suit
Bicep seal short arm and full length arm
versions were available

